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Applications that employ push notifications drive more than twice as much usage as apps that do not. App users are
your most profitable customers. So it only makes sense to ensure that notifications are both seen and retained. Why
are more apps not employing message centers and badges?

A message center is an area of your app where messages are stored: an in-box, if you will. To understand why the
message center is so important, you must understand the difference in how iOS and Android handle notifications.

Take note
On Android phones, used by about 53 percent of United States smartphone subscribers per comScore, users are
automatically opted in to notifications. Notifications are indicated by an icon that persists until dismissed.

Note that there are thousands of Android devices and many operating systems in play, so it is  difficult to typify the
user experience.

Apple has about 44 percent of the remaining U.S. users and the vast majority uses the most current operating system.
This discussion focuses on this large portion of your app audience.

Message center navigation
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On iPhones, notifications virtually disappear once the user has unlocked her device. Notifications can be found in a
pull-down menu, but it is  not a highly used feature.

Notifications can also contain actions, such as "slide to view," which allow users to interact with a notification
before or immediately after unlocking the device. Actions increase notification engagement, but are not the
complete solution.

Users do not unlock their phones to hear from you. If your notification is worthwhile, they may open it, at their
convenience, if you make it visible and easy.

Enter the message center.

Open-shut case
The message center stores notifications and is accessed through the main app navigation. A badge on the app icon
and in the message center says, "Good stuff here, you should check it out!"

Badges  on phone

Recent studies underscore the value of notification handling.

Android users open notifications within 48 minutes of receipt, compared to 7 minutes for iOS users, per LeanPlum.

That persistent icon on the Android user's lock screen provides a reminder that a message awaits and allows the
user to deal with it at her convenience.

Apple iOS users either deal with your message right away or, more often than not, ignore it and cannot or do not
bother to find it again.

What is the impact of that persistent icon and message handling protocol?

Push open rates on Android are almost 4X that of iOS 7.6 percent versus 1.8 percent, per Urban Airship.

Moreover, message center read rates for iOS users are 8X that of push notifications alone. Eight times.

YOU WILL, no doubt, get push back from your technical team on creating a message center.

But an app that is not used and notifications that disappear do not serve anyone.

Notifications bring users back and allow you to deliver important news, updates and offers. For this reason,
notifications should be the province of marketers.

Master mobile messaging: it is  growing and changing, along with your career.

Melinda Krueger is Milwaukee, WI-based associate principal for marketing services at salesforce.com. Reach her at
mkrueger@salesforce.com.
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